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COMPARE 3 AREAS. 
INVESTIGATIONS OVERVIEW PAGE 

THIS PAGE IS A SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATIONS THAT STUDENTS MAY ENGAGE IN TO DEEPEN 
THEIR RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING.  

INVESTIGATIONS WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS FOLLOW ON SUBSEQUENT PAGES. 
 

• In pairs, children select 3 similar shapes of different areas, for example, 3 squares. They estimate which 
shape they think has the largest and smallest areas. They superimpose the shapes, explaining the shapes 
with the larger areas overlap and the shapes with the smaller areas leave gaps. They record the shapes 
and their comparative areas. They explain that if shape A has a larger area than shape B, and shape B has 
a larger area than shape C, then shape A also has a larger area than shape C. They explain that if shape C 
has a smaller area than shape B, and shape B has a smaller area than shape A, then shape C also has a 
smaller area than shape A. Reflection: How can we compare the areas of 3 shapes? 

• In pairs, children select 3 different shapes of different areas, for example, a square, a triangle and a circle. 
They estimate which shape they think will have the largest / smallest area. They superimpose the shapes, 
explaining the shapes with the larger areas overlap and the shapes with the smaller areas leave gaps. They 
record the shapes and their comparative areas. They explain that if shape A has a larger area than shape 
B, and shape B has a larger area than shape C, then shape A also has a larger area than shape C.  They 
explain that if shape C has a smaller area than shape B, and shape B has a smaller area than shape A, 
then shape C also has a smaller area than shape A. Reflection: How can we compare the areas of 3 
shapes?  

• Children go on a shape hunt to find objects with surfaces with smaller areas, and surfaces with larger 
areas. They superimpose the surfaces, explaining the surfaces with the larger areas overlap and the 
surfaces with the smaller areas leave gaps. They record the surfaces and their comparative areas. They 
explain that if surface A has a larger area than surface B, and surface B has a larger area than surface C, 
then surface A also has a larger area than surface C.  They explain that if surface C has a smaller area 
than surface B, and surface B has a smaller area than surface A, then surface C also has a smaller area 
than surface A. Reflection: How can we compare the areas of 3 surfaces?  
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Compare 3 Areas. 
 

Select three similar shapes where one can be placed on top of the other, for example,  

 

 

Estimate which shape has the largest area and smallest area. 

Identify which shape has largest area and smallest area by superimposing. 

Do the shapes with the larger areas overlap? 

Do the shapes with the smaller areas leave gaps?  

If there are no gaps or overlaps, do the shapes have equal area? 

Record the shapes and their comparative areas. 

If the green shape has a larger area than the pink shape, and the pink shape has a larger area 
than the orange shape, does the green shape also have a larger area than the orange shape? 

If the orange shape has a smaller area than the pink shape, and the pink shape has a smaller 
area than the green shape, does the orange shape also have a smaller area than the green 
shape?  

Reflection: How can we compare the areas of 3 shapes? 
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Compare 3 Areas. 
 

Select three different shapes where one can be placed on top of the other, for example,  

 

 

Estimate which shape has the largest area and smallest area. 

Identify which shape has largest area and smallest area by superimposing. 

Do the shapes with the larger areas overlap? 

Do the shapes with the smaller areas leave gaps?  

If there are no gaps or overlaps, do the shapes have equal area? 

Record the shapes and their comparative areas. 

If the green shape has a larger area than the pink shape, and the pink shape has a larger area 
than the orange shape, does the green shape also have a larger area than the orange shape? 

If the orange shape has a smaller area than the pink shape, and the pink shape has a smaller 
area than the green shape, does the orange shape also have a smaller area than the green 
shape?  

Reflection: How can we compare the areas of 3 shapes? 
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Compare 3 Areas. 
 

Go on a shape hunt. 

Select three different surfaces where one can be placed on top of the other, for example, the 
surface of a book,          the surface of a tin,                          and the surface of an eraser.  

 

Estimate which surface has the largest area and smallest area. 

Identify which surface has largest area and smallest area by superimposing. 

Do the surface with the larger areas overlap? 

Do the surface with the smaller areas leave gaps?  

If there are no gaps or overlaps, do the surface have equal area? 

Record the surface and their comparative areas. 

If the book surface has a larger area than the tin surface, and the tin surface has a larger area 
than the eraser surface, does the book surface also have a larger area than the eraser 
surface? 

If the eraser surface has a smaller area than the tin surface, and the tin surface has a smaller 
area than the book surface, does the eraser surface also have a smaller area than the book 
surface?  

Reflection: How can we compare the areas of 3 surfaces? 
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